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DECISION MAKER: CABINET  

DATE: WEDNESDAY 3 SEPTEMBER 2014  

SUBJECT: ALTERNATIVE SERVICES – UNDER 5’S  

REPORT FROM: CABINET MEMBER FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG 
PEOPLE  

CONTACT OFFICER: IAN CHAMBERS ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (LEARNING 
AND CULTURE) 

TYPE OF DECISION: KEY DECISION 

FREEDOM OF 
INFORMATION/STATUS: 

This paper is within the public domain  

SUMMARY: A re-design of the way Bury’s Children’s Centres are 
currently operating to support the U5’s and their families 
is proposed in this report.     
 
Five Children’s Centre Hubs and one spoke will deliver 
targeted services to the most vulnerable families across 
Bury and will come under the direct control of the Local 
Authority.   They will focus on delivery of:  
 

• Improved health for U5’s 
• Improved school readiness for U5’s  
• Effective early intervention in safeguarding  
• Improvements in families’ economic 
   prospects  

 
Resources for the Hubs will be allocated based upon 
recognised need based upon the Index of Multiple 
Deprivation Rankings.   
 
The balance of staffing will be shifted from Co-
ordination, management and administration to front-line 
outreach support with 24 additional outreach staff 
deployed.   
 
The remaining eight current Children’s Centres will be 
de-designated as centres and seven of the centres will 
be converted to provide for the delivery of the 2 year old 
childcare offer for the 40% most deprived families in the 
borough.  Currently there is a substantial shortage of 
these places in Bury.  
 

 

REPORT FOR DECISION 
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The LA will not run the 2 year old provision but will 
tender it out to interested providers. There will be an 
initial subsidy of the rents for these centres to encourage 
schools or private providers to enter the market for 2 
year old provision.  
 
The proposals will help the service meet the £820,000 
savings target that has been set for it.   
 
A full 12 week consultation will be required with users, 
staff and stakeholders before implementation can 
commence.        
 

OPTIONS & 
RECOMMENDED OPTION 

Cabinet is recommended to note the report and 
accompanying paper and the report’s  proposals  
 
Options:   
 
1. To agree that the proposals go forward for full 

consultation  
 
2. To not agree that the proposals go forward for full 

consultation  
 
Recommendation:  Option 1  
 

IMPLICATIONS:  

Corporate Aims/Policy 
Framework: 

Do the proposals accord with the Policy 
Framework?  Yes   No  

Statement by the S151 Officer: 
Financial Implications and Risk 
Considerations: 

Children’s Centres were originally funded 
through the ring-fenced SureStart grants 
before being subsumed into the unringfenced 
Early Intervention Grant. 
 
The Early Intervention Grant was 
subsequently subject to substantial 
reductions of over a third of the total budget 
of £8 million.  The largest impact of the 
reductions was on other services as the 
Council mainly protected Children’s Centres 
from the cuts in funding. 
 
Although the Children’s Centres have made 
contributions towards the Plan for Change 
targets, the scale of the savings 
requirements mean that Children’s Centres 
can no longer be immune from the large 
scale budget reductions. 
 
The proposals in this report seek to offer a 
more efficient and responsive service, yet at 
the same time identify cost reductions which 
are necessary to meet reduced levels of 
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funding. 
 

Statement by Executive Director 
of Resources: 

 
 

Equality/Diversity implications: Yes    
Equality Analysis enclosed  

Considered by Monitoring Officer:  Yes    The  proposals for consultation comply 
with the statutory requirement under Section 
5D Childcare Act 2006 and with the relevant 
section of the Sure Start children’s centres 
statutory guidance. 

Wards Affected: All  

Scrutiny Interest:  

 
TRACKING/PROCESS   DIRECTOR: 
 

Chief Executive/ 
Strategic Leadership 

Team 

Cabinet 
Member/Chair 

Ward Members Partners 

 
 

   

Scrutiny Committee Cabinet/Committee Council  

 
 

   

    

 
1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 This report outlines the proposed redesign of Children’s Centre services to 

ensure that improved targeted support will be available for Bury’s most 
vulnerable children and families.  This is in line with Bury Council’s stated 
priorities and the direction being taken by national policies.   
 

1.2 Bury currently has 14 Children’s Centres; some are organised  into clusters and 
others are stand-alone.   9 of the Children’s Centres are operated directly by 
the Local Authority and 5 of the centres are commissioned to be operated by a 
Primary School.   
 

1.3 Table 1 below shows the present configuration of centres:  
 

Children’s Centre  Cluster or Stand Alone  Current Operator  

Besses  Stand Alone  Ribble Drive Primary   

Butterstile Stand Alone  Butterstile Primary 

Coronation Road / High 
Meadow / Stepping Stones 

Cluster  Local Authority  

Daisyfield  Stand Alone  Local Authority  

Little Oaks/ Moorside  Cluster  Local Authority 

Ramsbottom /Tottington  Cluster  Local Authority  

Redvales  Stand Alone  Local Authority  

Sedgley/Toodle Hill   Cluster  Sedgley Park Primary  

Woodbank with Elton  Stand Alone  Woodbank Primary  
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1.4 Children’s Centres have been tasked up to now with delivering both a universal 
and a targeted service.  This has been as a result of a national agenda set for 
Children’s Centres and reinforced by a very challenging Ofsted Inspection 
regime which graded Centres across a wide range of activities and which in 
particular expected Centres to provide services for the vast majority of families 
in their “reach” area irrespective of their needs.  
 

1.5 Bury’s Children’s Centres have operated effectively to deliver challenging 
targets and have established themselves as a centre of their community for 
children and families.  Their experience as providers of Early Help in areas of 
health, education, social care and work readiness has been well developed and 
staff expertise is strong.  It has been demonstrated in particular that focussed 
and well managed support provided by their outreach and development workers  
can prevent lower levels of need escalating to a level which requires statutory 
intervention, can support improved school readiness and can lead to improved 
health outcomes for children.     

 
1.6 Since 2008 the government has provided funding to the local authority for free 

nursery places for eligible two year olds.  From September 2014, 40% of two 
year olds will have a legal entitlement to a free 15 hour place for 38 weeks of 
the year.  In Bury this equates to approximately 1177 children (Department for 
Education target).  This is an important opportunity to help develop school 
readiness for these children from vulnerable backgrounds. 

 
1.7 As the initiative expands some authorities have reported a natural increase in 

places to meet demand and to some extent this has occurred in Bury.  In the 
past few years we have had a number of new nurseries open without financial 
support from the authority but there still remain areas of low capacity and a 
clear lack of provision in parts of the borough.  Estimates in July 2014 indicate 
a shortfall of 687 places across Bury. 

 
 
2.0 A PROPOSED NEW DELIVERY MODEL  
 
2.1     Key Objectives 
 

It is proposed that Bury’s Children’s Centres will focus in the future on the 
following key objectives:  
 
1) Improving health for the Under 5’s measured by higher rates of breast 

feeding, reduced obesity in reception and improved dental hygiene   
2) Improving child development measured by improved school readiness and 

an increasing proportion of children achieving good levels of development in 
the  Early Years Foundation Stage   

3) Reducing the  risk of mistreatment or abuse of under 5’s measured by  
reductions in the rate of family needs escalating to a level requiring 
statutory intervention  

4) Improving familes’ economic prospects measured by reduced numbers of 
U5’s in households on benefits.  These objectives will be used to drive the 
allocation of resources to centre activities and will establish a “golden 
thread” to Council priorities. 
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2.2 Allocation of Resources in Line With Need  
 

Evidence presented in the accompanying paper (A Proposed New Model for 
Children’s Centres) demonstrates the link between social deprivation and school 
readiness nationally and the link between social deprivation and contacts to 
social services for Under 5’s in Bury.   

 
2.3 On the basis of this evidence it is proposed that the Index of Multiple 

Deprivation (IMD) rankings should be used to allocate resources to Children’s 
Centres across Bury.  IMD divides every area of the country into Lower Super 
Output Areas (LSOA’s) of between 1000 and 1500 residents which are then 
ranked by percentile from the most deprived to the least deprived nationally. 

 
2.4 The geographical pattern of need in Bury is shown for Bury’s current Children’s 

Centres in the Table 2 below taken from the paper:   
 
Table 2:  Allocating resources to children’s centres in line with need 
 

  Total reach 

population 

December 

2013 

Reach population 

in 40% most 

deprived LSOAs 

Weights derived with 

respect to proportion 

of reach population 

in 40% most 

deprived LSOAs 

Redvales 1042 846 14% 

Woodbank with Elton 759 303 5% 

Daisyfield 612 218 4% 

Butterstile 733 474 8% 

Besses 1652 606 10% 

Ramsbottom/Tottington 1418 103 2% 

Little Oaks/Moorside 1816 1694 28% 

Sedgley/Toodle Hill 1688 284 5% 

Radcliffe 2273 1541 25% 

Total  11993 6069 100% 

 
2.5 This table demonstrates that the range of deprivation in Bury is substantial.  

The current Children’s Centres located in Bury East (Little Oaks, Moorside and 
Redvales) have 42% of the U5’s in Bury who live in the 40% most deprived 
wards nationally.  Radcliffe has 25% of the U5’s, Whitefield (Besses) 10% and 
Prestwich (Butterstile, Sedgley and Toodle Hill) 13%.  In contrast, just 11% are 
resident in Bury West (Daisyfield and Woodbank) or North Bury (Tottington and 
Ramsbottom)  

 
2.6 It is therefore proposed to use the weightings derived from the number of 

children within a reach area who are under 5 and living in LSOAs which are 
among the 40% most deprived nationally as the basis for allocation of 
resources to Children’s Centre hubs. 
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3.0 CHILDREN’S CENTRE HUBS 
 
3.1 As described in Section 1 a number of clustering arrangements for Bury 

Children’s Centres have been in place since January 2013.  In line with the 
measure of needs shown above it is proposed to develop these clustering 
arrangements to create 5 Childen’s Centres Hubs plus an additional spoke 
Children’s Centre in Bury East.  These Hubs would be the centres for the 
delivery of the targeted activities to deliver the objectives outlined in 2.1. 

 
 
3.2 The 5 proposed hubs and 1 spoke are as follows: 
 

• Woodbank with Elton Children’s Centre, covering the reach areas of the 
children’s centres currently operating in Tottington, Ramsbottom, Daisyfield 

as well as Woodbank with Elton. 

• Little Oaks Children’s Centre, covering the reach area of Moorside as well 
as Little Oaks. 

• Coronation Road, Radcliffe, covering the reach areas of High Meadow and 
Stepping Stones as well as Coronation Road 

• Besses, Whitefield, covering the existing reach area 
• Sedgley, covering the reach areas of Toodle Hill, Butterstile as well as 

Sedgley. 

• Redvales, a spoke Children’s Centre under the management of Little Oaks 

3.3 It is proposed that the hubs and spoke will be financed and managed directly by 
the Local Authority.  This represents a shift from the current arrangements with 
5 centres which are managed by Primary Schools.  It is a recommended shift as 
the Local Authority is required to target and direct resources to the most 
vulnerable families in the borough. 

 
 
3.4 Conversion of Sites to Provide Free Nursery Places for 2 Year Olds  
 

As shown in section 1.7 the lack of supply of places for the entitlement to free 
nursery places for 2 year olds has been a real barrier to delivering improved 
opportunities for school readiness for vulnerable children.  For this reason,  and 
to build upon the strong links that already exist between  Bury’s Primary 
Schools and Children’s Centres, it is proposed that Children’s Centres that are 
no longer required as hubs would be offered as centres to be used for the 
delivery of the 2 year old offer. 

 
3.5 Analysis of the current provision suggests that conversion would be appropriate 

at all seven sites that would no longer be a Children’s Centre hub.  These sites 
are: 

 
• Butterstile located on Butterstile Primary site  
• Daisyfield located on St Stephen’s Primary  site  
• High Meadow located on St John’s Radcliffe Primary site  
• Moorside located on St John with St Mark’s Primary site  
• Stepping Stones located on Radcliffe Hall Primary site  
• Ramsbottom located as a stand-alone building  
• Toodle Hill located on Heaton Park Primary site  
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3.6 The local authority would not provide the service directly but would tender out 

the offer.  The Tender documents would establish clear guidelines for service 
provision, including a minimum number of places for two year olds eligible for 
government funding, as well as the financial terms on which centres would be 
made available.  It is proposed that to ensure an adequate number of bids to 
take over the sites, rental charges would be set below the level of full cost 
recovery.  This has been taken into account in the financial modelling for the 
new service.  It has been  advised that Tenders can be drawn up for individual 
sites and schools where the centres are currently located will be encouraged to 
tender. 

 
3.7 The DfE has provided the local authority with Start-Up funding to support the 

establishment of 2 year old provision as well as Capital funding to be used if 
any conversion costs for the buildings are incurred.  Any provider who is 
successful in gaining the Tender for a site would be able to apply for this 
support.  

 
3.8 Once the Hubs are established the 7 current Children’s Centres listed in 3.5 

would be de-designated with the DfE as Children’s Centres.  Tottington 
Children’s Centre, which has not had a stand-alone building, would also be de-
designated. 

 
3.9  Many of the centres received capital funding from the (then) Department for 

Children, Schools and Families) and clawback of funding may be triggered 
where an asset funded wholly or partly by the Department is disposed of or no 
longer used to meet the aims and objectives consistent with the original grant.  
However with the proposal to convert the Centres to the 2 year old offer, it will 
sustain the use of the buildings for children and families and will contribute to a 
major policy initiative of the current government.  Experience in other local 
authorities suggests that the use of clawback is very unlikely. 

 
 
4.0 STAFFING THE CHILDREN’S CENTRE HUBS 
 
4.1 Out of a total expenditure of £2.7 million in 2013/14 on Children’s Centre 

provision, the attached paper shows that before a child walks through a 
Children’s Centre door 55% of total resources have been committed to 
management, administration and other costs associated with running the 
buildings.  Whilst this suited the delivery of a universal service it does not suit 
the delivery of a targeted service.  

 
4.2 For the new Children’s Centre hubs it is proposed to have one co-ordinator and 

one administrator for each hub. In addition there will be a programme support 
worker to run stay and play and other programmes at the hub. The rest of the 
resource for staffing will be put into the employment of outreach workers as 
this is the activity which best meets the needs of the target groups. 
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4.3 The impact of the proposed changes in staffing is shown in Table 3: 
   

Table 3 Changes to workforce of proposed service redesign 
 

  
Current 
service 

New 
service Change 

  FTE FTE FTE 

Centre administrator 13.1 6 -7.1 

Centre coordinator 4 0 -4.0 

Cluster (hub) coordinator 5 5 0.0 

Assistant cluster coordinator 5 0 -5.0 

Programme Support Worker 0 6 6.0 

Development worker 15.9 0 -15.9 

Outreach worker 11.3 35 23.7 

Project support worker 8.7 0 -8.7 

Administration assistant 0.5 0 -0.5 

Crèche and sessional worker 0.3 0 -0.3 

TOTAL 63.7 52 -11.7 

 
 

The most significant impact on staffing will be in the reduction in  management 
and administration roles which reflects the proposed reduction in the number of 
sites operating as children’s centres. Currently these constitute 27.6 FTE posts.  
It is proposed to reduce this number to 11.0 FTE.  However the impact on staff 
will be mitigated to some degree as a number of posts are currently vacant.  

 
4.4 The impact on the numbers of staff employed to work directly with customers 

will be positive – currently there are 36.2 FTE in a variety of front line roles, 
under the proposals the total will rise to 41.0 FTE (this includes 35 outreach 
workers and 6 programme support workers). 

 
4.5 Outreach workers work with families referred by a range of professionals to 

provide early help.  They assess need, support families and signpost 
appropriately to other services including programmes delivered by the 
children’s centres themselves, or delivered by partner organisations.  A recently 
concluded pilot study in Radcliffe has provided many recommendations to guide 
the future development and effectiveness of this role.  With appropriate 
supervision and support, it is envisaged that each outreach worker could at any 
one time manage a caseload of around 15 families. Interventions are expected 
to last about six months. 

 
4.6 Under the new model outreach workers  will be distributed geographically across 

the borough in line with need.  Their proposed location and number of workers is 
shown in Table 4:  
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          Table 4 Outreach workers by location 
 

  
Outreach 
workers 

Woodbank with Elton hub 4 

Redvales “spoke” 5 

Besses hub 4 

Little Oaks hub 9 

Radcliffe hub 8 

Sedgley hub 5 

TOTAL 35 

 
 
 
5.0 COSTING THE SERVICE  
 
5.1 Total expenditure on Children’s Centres in 2013/14 by the Council was 

£2,785,681.  Provision has been funded through the Government’s Early 
Intervention  Grant which for Bury has seen a reduction in £2,868,000 since 
2012/13.  These proposals will help deliver a proposed savings target of 
£820,000 which has been set for the service.   
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5.2 The provisional costs for the proposed new service are shown in Table 5:   
 

Table 5: Cost of the new Children’s Centre Service 

 

  Manager Programme 

Support 

Worker 

Administrator Outreach 

workers 

Premises Admin Client & 

sessional 

Caretaking 

& cleaning 

Recharges 

Building 

costs for 

converted 

sites 

Redvales Outreach   £33,705   £147,245 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0   

Woodbank with Elton 

Hub £44,315 £33,705 £24,533 £117,796 £11,691 £11,375 £10,688 £11,379 £5,440   

Besses Hub £44,315 £33,705 £24,533 £117,796 £16,500 £12,720 £11,379 £26,059 £5,270   

Little Oaks Hub £44,315 £33,705 £24,533 £265,041 £21,971 £8,426 £15,874 £7,729 £5,270   

Sedgley Hub £44,315 £33,705 £24,533 £147,245 £12,377 £5,928 £7,827 £8,950 £5,270   

Radcliffe Hub  £44,315 £33,705 £24,533 £235,592 £13,295 £8,917 £5,562 £11,700 £5,270   

Sub totals £221,575 £202,230 £122,665 £1,030,715 £75,833 £47,366 £51,329 £65,817 £26,520 £105,000 

TOTAL £1,949,049                   

 

• Note that the Redvales “spoke” will be managed by the Little Oaks hub manager.  The administration function will be 
covered by a new post of Redvales Business Development Officer who will be responsible for the management of all activity 
at the Redvales site. As a significant proportion of this activity generates income, and there is potential to increase this, it is 
proposed that the business development post should be self financing and not draw on the children’s centre budget. 

 
Note that half of cost of meeting premises cost at Besses would be met though lettings income. 
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6.0      RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
6.1     The following risks have been identified for the proposals:  
 

• Proposals cannot be agreed in time to achieve the level of savings required 
in 2015/16  

• Some Children Centre Advisory boards or School Governing Bodies oppose 
the proposals  

• Providers of nursery care cannot be secured for all the converting sites by 
April 2015  

• Decision made to proceed with new service is challenged on the grounds 
that due process is not followed during consultation  

• Significant public opposition to the proposals including opposition to move 
to a targeted rather than a universal service and/or conversion of sites to 
nursery provision 

  
6.2     A full Risk assessment action plan, including key measures that will be taken to  
          Control or mitigate the risks, is included in the accompanying paper.   
 
 
7.0 EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY 

 
7.1     The new strategy for delivery of children’s centres will provide positive support  
          to the most vulnerable families in the borough as resources will be targeted to  
          improve support to those families. The proposals to change the use of  
          children’s centres to offer two year old childcare places will have a positive  
          impact on the 40% most vulnerable children and families.  The two year old  
          initiative will provide a service that is inclusive to all families who meet the  
          governments’ eligibility criteria regardless of ethnicity, disability, gender, race,  
          religion or culture 
 
7.2      The withdrawal of Children’s Services as a universal provision will have a  
           negative effect on a substantial number of children and families who have  
           benefited from accessing universal services.  In mitigation there will still be  
           play and stay activities at the Children’s Centre hubs and there will be  
           signposting by the Children’s Centres and by the Find It For Me/ Bury Local  
           Offer website to activities and support for U5s provided by schools and the   
           private and voluntary sector.   
 
7.3       A full Equality Analysis is attached to this report.   
 
 
8.0 CONSULTATION AND IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 
 
8.1 Following consideration and recommendations by Cabinet a full 12 week 

consultation is proposed.  Consultation will take place with all Children’s Centre 
staff and union representatives, all Children’s Centre users,  

 
• Children’s Centre Advisory Boards and with the Governing Bodies of schools 

which currently are commissioned to provide Children’s Centre services. 
Partners involved in Children’s Centre delivery including Health 
commissioners and providers, police and Job Centre representatives and 
Adult Learning providers 

• Early Years voluntary and private providers   
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8.2 The process of consultation will involve the use of meetings with staff and 
Children’s Centre leaders; drop-in sessions at Children’s Centres in addition to 
a consultation questionnaire available on-line and sent to Children’s Centre 
users and other stakeholders. 

 
8.3  The proposals will also be discussed with the wider community through an 

agenda item and attendance at Township Forums.    
 
8.4 Following a report back to Cabinet in December 2014, a full 30 day Section 188 

consultation will be organised.  Confirmation of the proposals in February 2015 
will be followed by a period for the implementation of the staffing proposals.  
Implementation of the Hub Children’s Centres would be commenced from 1 
April 2015. 

 
8.5 Following the Cabinet decision in December 2014 tender documents will be 

developed and issued for the sites to be converted to provide free nursery 
places.  With the need to complete a thorough tendering process and follow up, 
the need for building up-grades and adjustments and the need to obtain Ofsted 
approval it  is likely that majority of the 2 year old provision will not start to 
operate until 1 September 2015. 

 
 
9.0 CONCLUSION 
 
9.1 Children’s Centres in Bury have been very effective in working with their key 

partners from schools, health, the police, employment and the local community 
to establish themselves as key centres for the delivery of support for children 
and families.  They have delivered up –to- now both a universal and a targeted 
offer but have increasingly found that the challenges of this has meant that 
children and families most in need have not always benefited from the good 
service provision.   As resources for Children’s Centres continue to reduce due 
to national government funding reductions to local authorities the risk to 
vulnerable families gets greater. 

 
9.2 This report recommends a new model for the delivery of Children’s Services in 

Bury based upon meeting the needs of the most vulnerable first and is backed 
up by evidence in the background paper.  By focussing the work of Children’s 
Centres on 5 Hubs and 1 Spoke substantial savings in co-ordination, 
management and administration of centres can be re-cycled to support more 
front-line delivery in the areas of most need in Bury.  The targeting of work by 
the Hubs on health improvement, school readiness, early help to prevent 
safeguarding issues and improving families’ economic well being will also allow 
them to increase their impact in these important areas for an Under 5’s 
development. 

 
9.3 The de-designation of eight of Bury’s current Children’s Centres will be 

mitigated by the proposed continued use of seven of these centres as venues 
for children and families accessing childcare and support for 2 year olds.  Bury 
has found that the demand for these places over the last two years has 
outstripped the supply and these new proposals for Children’s Centres provides 
an excellent opportunity to encourage schools and other providers to enter the 
market and provide additional places in many areas where they are most 
needed. 
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List of Background Papers:- 
 
A proposed new model for Bury’s Children’s Centres in 2015/16 (attached)  
Equality Analysis (attached)  
 
Contact Details:- 
 
Ian Chambers, Assistant Director Learning and Culture  
i.chambers@bury.gov.uk  
 
Tel:  0161 253 5477  
 
 
 


